Giza inhabitants are almost 9 millions (9,000,000). The governorate – to reach its aim developed a strategy for comprehensive development and ameliorating the system of education, in the light of lifelong learning perspective and sustainable development agenda 2030 (putting in mind the importance of sustainability) to cover all areas, specially poor and rural ”marginalized” areas which are in need.
As a pilot area, the governorate chose the area of ancient Imbaba (part of north of Imbaba) with the highest population in the area.

N.B:
Through cooperation with G.O.s and N.G.O.s (E.g. Future Eve, Egypt national project, etc…) to combat illiteracy.
* Giza Governorate Also Implemented Several Development Actions Such As:

1- In October 2016 Giza Governor decreed: “Formation of a committee to follow up and supervise the proposed plan”

* Several Meetings Were Held Through This Decree.
2- In May 2017, the Governorate Celebrated through a great festival - its joining UNESCO program (Learning Cities).

It invited all concerned partners of the education system in Egypt (G.O.s and NGOs - Representative of UNESCO In Egypt – National Committee of UNESCO In Egypt – Universities - Research Centers- media ... etc.) to assist this ceremony.
3- As it was planned, Giza Governorate implemented several periodical objectives, as:

1- Medical Services:

MEDICAL, ILLITERACY CONVOYS TO MARGINALIZED AND POOR AREAS SUCH AS (BADRACHIN – ABO ELNOMROS – North District”Embaba” )
2- EDUCATIONAL SERVICES

A- Encouraging NGOs to open a large number of classes all over the governorate.
B- In 2017 Giza Established (33) schools all over the governorate.
- Also (49) schools is under construction.
- Developing, maintaining and upgrading (89) schools.
Training Meeting at Cairo University Conference Hall on 16-17 / June, 2015

Training activities at Embaba Youth Center on 1-2 August, 2017
D- Cash prize was presented by one of Egypt National Banks (Banque Misr) to University students.

E- Holding several ceremonies to distribute certificates & prizes on free from illiteracy Citizens
3- Human Rights

Signing agreement between the Social Fund for Development and Giza Governorate concerning the N.G.O.s through it.
4- WOMEN RIGHTS

The National Council for Women and the N.G.O.s also participated in many workshops, courses and training seminars for women OF Giza.
5- USING RECENT TECHNOLOGY:

A protocol was signed between Giza Governorate and Ministry of Communications and Information Technology (MCIT) on cooperation to includes persons with disabilities and to support integrated community centers.
6- CHILDREN RIGHTS

Giza Governorate has a Periodic supervision of the child protection committees in the city.

Establishment of the Egyptian Child Forum in Giza which represented by 15 child from Giza city.
7- ECOLOGICAL PROTECTION:

A project was established «Towards a clean environment and sustainable energy in the area of the Research Center Institute of Theodore Balharars, Al-Warraq» The project is under construction Till October 2017.
In February 2017, a project started «Green House model in Dahab Island at South Giza»
8- ENVIRONMENTAL AMELIORATION:

A project was held by Italian Organization (Cospy) To contribute in improving the environmental conditions of the residents of Al Warraq district
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